TOWARDS  A   DEMOCRATIC  REPUBLIC
"
 On pourrait boire aux fontaines,
Prier dans 1 'ombre & genoux,
Aimer, songer, sous les chfenes :
Tuer son fr£re est plus doux."
But he cannot free himself from the glamour of Napoleonic
conquests, from a belief in France as the real leader of Europe,
if necessary by her armies, from the obsession of the Rhine as
her natural frontiers.
There was nothing of striking originality about Hugo's
thoughts ; he said nothing that was not the echo of what was
said around him. But his was the task of enshrining what may
have been the commonplaces of democratic aspiration in verse
that will live as long as French is spoken or read. He believed
this was the function of the poet, to have the vision of the new
world and to call men to bringing it into being. His mission
it was therefore to use his talent in the denunciation of evil and
in the proclamation of the ultimate victory of righteousness.
Thin and commonplace as it may be according to some,
full of magnificent intuitions to others, if not always very deep,
Hugo's political thought has achieved permanence through
the immortality of the poetry which has expressed it. Nor
must it be forgotten that, again like Lamartine, he exercised
a real influence over the thought of his contemporaries. His
foolish support must be held partly responsible for Louis
Bonaparte's early success : the fact that Napoleon III. was
never allowed to forget the Coup d'Etat, the persistence of an
undying Republican tradition refusing to compromise with
the Imperial system, was due largely to Hugo's continued
attacks, carried on in the Chatiments and other poems from his
exile in the Channel Islands. There was doubtless a great deal
of the theatrical and of the boastful in Hugo's refusal to accept
any form of amnesty from Napoleon's bloodstained hands,
but he did keep faithful to his pledge of remaining, if needs
be, the only one to persist in this attitude : " Et s'il n'en reste
qu'un, je serai celui-& ! "
The story of Hugo's relations with Louis Napoleon, and his
influence on public opinion, shows better than any argument
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